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Apply by 31 January 2022
Content of the course

The CIVIS School on European Renaissance attempts to respond to the objective of contributing to the restoration of civic life in the European academic culture after months of uncertainty and fragility imposed upon us by the coronavirus pandemic. This CIVIS Summer School will therefore focus on the variety of shifting modes that emerged, at the beginning of the Early Modern period in Europe, as a cultural response to the economic and social demands upheld on the European community by modern epidemics, in terms of faith, social roles, political forms, aesthetic experiences etc.

This CIVIS School on European Renaissance has a strong interdisciplinary perspective, from philosophy to religion, from literature and linguistics to figurative arts and music; from history and historiography to social and natural sciences.

Conditions of application

MA and PhD students are welcome from Social science and Humanities including Linguistics, Literature, History, Philosophy, Politics, Art History or Music. Applicants should be students at one of the CIVIS member Universities (exceptionally, master and doctoral students from other universities may be accepted).

Details about the application process and enrolment are accessible at civis-eu/en/civis-courses.